t >O) under the Dirichlet, the Neumann, or the periodic boundary conditions. We show that each solution-whether it exists globally for t > 0 or blows up in a finite time-possesses an "asymptotic profile" in a certain sense and tends to this profile as time increases. In the special case where J((u, t + T)~f(u, 1) for some T>O, among other things, the above statement is interpreted as saying that any bounded global solution converges as I + cc to a time T-periodic solution having some specific spatial structure. In the case where the solution blows up in a finite time (say at I = to), assuming simply that f is a smooth function satisfying some growth conditions and that the initial data is a nonconstant bounded function, we prove that the blow-up set is a finite set and that lim,tro u(x, t) = q(x) exists, with cp being a smooth function having at most linitely many singular points.
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INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall study the initial-boundary value problem for a semilinear parabolic equation of the form u, = u,, +f(u, t), O<x<L, t>o, ( (1.3c)
Here f: R x [IO, co) + R is assumed to be smooth, and u0 is continuous in co, Ll.
Our main interest is to investigate the asymptotic behavior of solutions to the above problems (l.l)-(1.3a), (1.1)(1.3b), and (l.l)-(1.3~). We consider two cases: the case where the solution u(x, t) exists globally in time (that is, for 0 < t < co) and the case where it blows up in a finite time. In both cases it will be shown that each solution tends to some "asymptotic profile" as time increases, the meaning of which will be specified later.
To be more precise, denote by U(X, t; $) the solution of problem (1.1 )-( 1.3) with initial data u. = $. Here and in what follows we shall not specify which of the boundary conditions (1.3a), (1.3b), and (1.3~) is considered, unless distinction is necessary. By the smoothness off and the boundedness of uo, the solution exists at least locally in time and is classical for t > 0. Here the initial condition (1.2) is understood in the sense that u(x, t) remains bounded on [0, L] as t JO and lim ,lo u(x, t) = uo(x) locally uniformly in x E (0, L).
(
1.2)'
It is well known that the convergence in (1. if ~(9) < co. In the next section we prove our fundamental lemma (Lemma A), which states that exists for every x E [O, L], where sgn(t) = 1, -1, or 0 depending on whether 4 > 0, <O, or =O. Roughly speaking, this lemma implies that the location of the local minima and the local maxima of the function XH u(x, t) converges as t + s(e). A remarkable aspect of this lemma is that it holds true regardless of the nonlinearity f(u, t) and no matter whether s(lc/) < cc or s(e) = co. A prototype of Lemma A was first introduced by Chen [9] to study semilinear heat equations on S', and its modified version has been used by Chen, Matano, and Vtron [ 10, 111 in classifying isolated singularities of a semilinear elliptic equation in lR*. This lemma can be proved by using the equivariance of Eq. (1.1) with respect to "reflection" and applying an argument similar to that in [22] . More precisely, for each parameter a E (0, L) we investigate how the number of zeroes of the function x H u(2a -x, t) -u(x, t) changes as t increases, the study of which reaveals that ~,(a, t) does not change sign if t is sufficiently close to s(e). Lemma A will play an important role throughout the present paper.
Next we consider the case s(ll/) = co and the case s($) < co separately and study these cases in more detail. First we deal with the case s(ll/) = 00 and prove that, under certain regularity conditions on the nonlinear term f, any bounded time-global solution approaches as t + 00 a family of functions on [O, L] sharing a common spatial symmetry property (Theorem B). In the special case where f is time-periodic, i.e., f(u, t + T) = f(u, t), it can further be shown that any bounded solution converges to a time-periodic solution as I + co (Theorem C). A result somewhat similar to Theorem C has recently been obtained by Alikakos and Hess [ 1] in a more abstract setting with applications to periodic-parabolic problems in several space dimensions, but their result is limited to those systems in which every orbit is Liapunov stable, which is a very strong requirement. Since our Theorem C assumes only that f be smooth and time-periodic, it is a far stronger result than that of [ 1 ] Next we consider the case where s($) < co, that is, the case where the solution blows up in a finite time. We are interested in the shape of the blow-up set, or, so to speak, the spatial location of the "hot-spots" at the explosion time. Assuming that the nonlinear termf(u, t) is a rapidly (or at least "not too slowly") growing function in u in the sense to be specified later, we shall prove that there are only finitely many blow-up points if the initial state u0 is taken to be spatially inhomogeneous (Theorems E, E', and F). Moreover the number of the blow-up points does not exceed that of the local extremum points of uO(x) (or that of the local maximum points of uO(x) when positive solutions are concerned). Typical examples of the nonlinearities to which our theorems apply include f(u) = ululyP ' (q > l), Ae" (A > 0), and u(log( 1 + u))~ (r > 2). As regards the finiteness of the number of blow-up points, it is Weissler [30] who has first constructed an example of a single-point blow-up solution for problem (l.l)- ( 1.3a by allowing u,Jx) to have two local maxima and proved that the number of the blow-up points is at most two. (Y.-G. Chen [ 123 deals with the higherdimensional version of [7] for radially symmetric solutions.) As far as onedimensional problems are concerned, our theorems in the present paper (Theorem E, E', and F) are far stronger than those in [7, 15, 16, 26 , 303, since we do not impose any restriction on the number of local maxima or minima of the initial data uO, and in fact it can be infinite initially. (A preliminary version of Theorem F can be found in [24] .) This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prove Lemma A by using what can be called a "reflection method." In Section 3 we consider bounded global solutions and prove Theorem B. We deal with periodic problems in Section 4 (Theorem C) and autonomous problems in Section 5 (Theorem D). Finally, we consider the blow-up problem in Section 6 and prove Theorems E, E', and F. The proof is easy and is omitted. LEMMA 2.4. Let q(x, t) and r(x, t) be locally bounded functions on S'x (to, tl) with q,., qr both locally bounded, and let w(x, t) be a classical solution of w, = 6, + dx, t) w, + t-(x, t) w, XES', te(t,, tl). for any t~(t~, t*) andsE(t*, t,).
The above lemma is due to Angenent [3] . Note that the statement (ii) is a direct consequence of (i) and (iii). The nonincreasing property of v(w( ., t)) in statement (i) is well known; the important point is the liniteness of v(w( ., t)). A prototype of statement (iii) is given by Angenent and Fiedler [4] in the special case where the solution w(x, t) is analytic in x, t. In an earlier work, Matano has proved a result similar to (but weaker than) statement (ii) [23; the proof of Lemma 5.43. Nofation 2.5. For convenience, we introduce the following notation: given a function w on S1 and a point a E S', we define functions G,W and pow on S' as below:
The operators w H 6, w and w w paw are called shift and reflection, respectively.
Note that Eq. (2.3) is equivariant with respect to these operators. In other words, if u(x, t) is a solution of (2.3), then so are cr,u and p,u. This fact will play an important role throughout the present paper. In particular, in the proof of Lemma A, the equivariance of (2.3) with respect to the reflection is essential.
Proof of Lemma A. First we prove the conclusion of the lemma for the case where u(x, t) is a solution of problem (2.3 k(2.4). Let w = puu -U. Since both u and p,u are solutions to Eq. (2.3) w(x, t) satisfies a linear parabolic equation of the form (2.5) with t, = 0, t, = s(uO), q(x, t) = 0, and
r is a locally bounded function by the assumption onf: Moreover w(a, t) = 0,
If w = 0, then u,(a, t) = 0 for t E [0, sfu,)) and the conclusion of the lemma is trivial. So we consider the case where w & 0. Obviously w,(a, t) = 0 implies w( ., t) $ C. It follows from Lemma 2.4(ii) that for any 0 < t* < s(u,,), ~,(a, t) vanishes only at (at most) finitely many points in the interval [t*, s(z+,)). Consequently, ~,(a, t) #O for t* d t < s(uO) if t* is chosen sufficiently close to s(u,,). In particular, ~,(a, t) = -2u,(a, t) does not change sign in t* < t < s(uO). This shows that the limit (2.2) exists if u is a solution of problem (2.3)-(2.4). Now we come back to the case where u is a solution of problem (l.l)( 1.3). In the case of the periodic boundary conditions (1.3c), problem (l.l)-(1.3) can naturally be converted into the form (2.3)-(2.4). In the case of the Neumann boundary conditions (1.3b), by extending the function u(x, t) as
we obtain a periodic boundary value problem on C-L, L], hence the problem can again be converted into the form (2.3)-(2.4). Finally, we consider the case (1.3a). If assumption (A-l)(i) holds, then letting
we obtain a periodic boundary value problem on C-L, L], hence the problem is equivalent to (2.3)-( 2.4). In the case where assumption (A.1 )(ii) holds, replacing f(u, t) by
we can reduce the problem to the case where (A.l)(i) holds. It remains to consider the case (1.3a) under assumption (A.l)(iii). In this case, the problem, in general, can no longer be converted into the form (2.3)-(2.4), so we have to use a different argument. We only give a sketch of the proof. There are two cases to be considered: the case where uO(x) is real analytic in x and the case where f(u, t) is real analytic in U, t. In the latter case, u(x, t) is real analytic in x E: [0, L] for each 0 < t < s(uO) (see [14, 19] ), so this reduces to the former case. In what follows we assume that u,, is real analytic on [0, L]. We only consider the case where 0 <a < L, since the case a =0 or a = L can be treated much more easily. We define the function w = pL2u -u in the region a < x d L*, 0 < t < s(uo), where L* = min{L, 2~). such that w(x, t) does not change sign in the region {(x, t)l t, < t < s(u,,), a < x < t(t)}. From the strong maximum principle, (2.10), and the fact that w f 0, it follows that either w,(a, t) > 0 for to < t < S(Z.Q) or ~,(a, t) < 0 for to < t < s(uO). Hence the convergence in (2.2) follows. Since the case w(x, 0) z 0 can be treated more easily, we omit the proof for this case. This completes the proof of the lemma.
BEHAVIOR OF BOUNDED SOLUTIONS
In this section we consider the case where the solution u(x, t) of (1.1)( 1.3) stays bounded (in L"(0, L)) as t r s(uO). In this case the solution exists globally in time-that is, s(uO) = co-by virtue of (1.5). Throughout this section we assume the following: is bounded by a constant independent of T;
(ii) for each A4 > 0, f (u, t) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in u in the
Although Eq. (1.1) is not autonomous, for convenience sake we use the terminology "w-limit set" in order to discuss the asymptotic behavior of solutions. Let w E C'(S'). We call w a symmetrically oscillating function if there exist x0 E S' and m E N such that
We denote the set of all such functions by @,(x0). Qualitatively, the symmetrically oscillating functions in 6,(x,) look like the function -cos 2nm(x -x0). We denote by G;l(xO) the set of all such functions. for some m E N. In the former case, the set of all functions satisfying the above condition will he denoied by GE,+ and in the latter case by (3iz,-. or 6i(L/4m) for some m E N. In the former case, the set of all functions satisfying the above condition is denoted by SE,+ and in the latter case by Oz,-.
Qualitatively, the symmetrically oscillating functions in @5:(x,) look like the function -cos 2mrc(x -x,)/L, those in cti:, + like T cos mnx/L, and those in Og,, like + sin mzxjL. THEOREM B. Let f(u, t) be C' in u and let (A.2) hold. In the case of the Dirichlet boundary conditions (1.3a), assume further (A.l)(i) or (ii). Let ( -fko, co) ). We can therefore choose a subsequence, denoted again by {uk}, converging to a function, say p, in the following sense: u/Ax, t) + P(X, f), ww, t) + ~PlWX, t), %Jwx, t) + wwx, t), r3*u/Jax*(x, f) -+ a*p/fYxyx, f) (3.4) locally uniformly in S' x R. It is easily seen that the limit function p satisfies PI= P,,ffm(P, I), Similarly, choosing integer K sufficiently large, we have v((Puu--u)(., I))= v(w(., -6)), Let cp be an element of w(q,)\E. Choose X,,E S' to be a minimum point of cp:
Since cp is nonconstant, the set {x E S' 1 q'(x) = 0} is discrete by virtue of Lemma 3.7(ii). It is therefore possible to find xi ES' such that cp'(x) > 0, x E (x0, x1);
where (x,,x,)={x,+[Bd]l0<8<1} with de[O, 1) being defined by
By Lemma 3.7(ii) we have pXO(p = pX,cp = cp. It then easily follows that d= 1/2m for some m E N and that cp E 6,(x,).
This proves Lemma 3.8. 3a) ), although in this case the problem in general cannot be convert into the form (2.3k(2.4). In fact, by considering the function pa(p -q on the interval [a, L*], where L* = min{2a, L}, and using the positivity of solution U, one can prove an analogue of Lemma 3.7, from which it follows that o(q,) c cSf+ u (0). In other words, for each rp E o(u,)\{O}, it holds that
This remark applies also to Theorem C in the next section.
PERIODIC PROBLEMS
In this section we consider the case where Eq. (1.1) is periodic in t. Our aim is to show that any bounded global solution of a time-periodic problem converges to a periodic solution as t -+ co. We assume the following:
The main result in this section is as follows:
THEOREM C. Let (A.0) and (A.3) hold. In the case of the Dirichlet boundary conditions (1.3a), assume further that (A.l)(i) or (A.l)(ii) holds. Let u(x, t) be a solution of (l.lt (1.3) such that IIu(., t)llC(CO,LIJ remains bounded as t --+ co. Then there exists a solution p(x, t) of (1.1~(1.3) with p(x, t + T) E p(x, t) such that ,I:\ IId., o-Pl.3 mm,L,)=0. where the closure is with respect to the topology of C'(S') and t is a real number satisfying A(t) = z. It is clear that the right-hand side of (4.2) is independent of the choice of t E n-'(z) and therefore the set a(+; z) is well defined. Obviously we have o(+; z) cm($) for every ZE R/T& moreover it is not difficult to check that (4.5)
P(X, t + T) & P(X, t).
We shall derive a contradiction. By the uniqueness theorem and the backward uniqueness theorem for the parabolic equation (4.4a) (see, for instance, Friedman [13]), (4.6) implies that p( ., t + T) # p( ., t) for any t E R. It follows from this, Theorem B, and (4.4~) that p( 9, t + T) # o,p( ., t) for any a E S' and t E R, where ca is the shift operator defined in Notation 2.5. By Lemma 2.4(ii), for any fixed t E R and a E S', there exists some 6 > 0 such that
Considering that p( ., t + 6)) E w(uO; l(t ) 6)) and using Lemmas 2.3 and for n > N. Since the parameter a varies in the compact set Si, one easily sees that the integer N can be chosen independent of a E S'. In view of (4.11b) and Lemma 2.4(i), we see that v(u(., t+T)-a,u(., t))=v, for t > t, and a E S'. Consequently, by Lemma 2.4(iii), we have u(., t+ T)-a,~(., t)eZ, tBt,,aES'. Combining this and (4.9), we see that for any t E R there exists K> 0 such that m(u( ., t + t, + , )) > m(u( ., t + t, + T)) > m(u( ., t + t,)) for n 2 K. Letting n + co, we obtain m(p(.,t+to+T))=m(p(.,t+to)), te [W, which contradicts the previous assertion (4.7). The proof of Lemma 4.3 is complete. ProoJ: Assume that cp -a,@ 4 C for some a E S'. Let p and p be the solutions of (4Sa) with initial values p( ., to) = cp and p( ., to) = @, where f0 E R is taken as A(?,) = rO. Define w = p -cap. Then it is a solution of a linear equation of the form (2.5) with q(x, t) -0 and r(x, t) bounded. We claim that cp = (T,@. Indeed, if this is not the case, then w is not identically equal to zero and w( ., to) = cp -O,$J $Z. Consequently, we have by Proof First note that we can associate with problem (2.3b(2.4) a semiflow @= {@Jr>0 on the product space C'(S') x (R/TZ) in a standard way. More precisely, for each t 20 the map @,: C'(S') x (R/TZ) -+ C'(S') x (R/TZ) is given by @,($, 4s)) = (u( *5 t + s; $2 s), 4t + s)), $ E C'(S'), s E R, (4.14)
2.4(i), we obtain v(p( ., t k 6 + T) -oa p( ., t + 8)) = lim v(u( ., s + T) -O,U( ., s))
where u(x, t; I++, s) is the solution to the problem UI=U,,+f(U, tX XES', t>s,
By the periodicity off in t we have u(x, t + T; $, s + T) ZE u(x, t; $, s), therefore the operator ar is well defined. Given a bounded solution u(x, t) to problem (2. Therefore, if it contains more than one element, then it must contain infinitely many elements. Choose three distinct elements cpi (1 < i< 3) of w(u,; A(0)) and let pi (1 6 id 3) be the solutions of (4Sa) with initial values pi( ., 0)= vi. By the uniqueness and backward uniqueness theorem for parabolic equations and Lemmas 4.5 and 2.3, we have
for any t E R, a E S ', and i # j, where vii is an integer independent of t and a. It follows from (4.17a) that m(pi( ., t)) # m(p,( ., t)) if i # j, therefore we may assume without loss of generality that dPl(., t))'m(P,(.T t))'wQ(~> t)), tER. In view of this and (4.17) and applying Lemma 2.3 and using the periodicify of pi, we find that for each a E S' there exists an integer N> 0 such that 4.1 t,) -00 P2( ., t,) E c, 44 .9 L-~oP2(., tn))=v12, (4.19a) (4.19b) for n 2 N, where v,~ is as in (4.17b). Since the parameter a varies in the compact set S', one easily sees that the integer N can be chosen independent of a E S'. Consequently, it follows from Lemma 2.4(iii) and (4.19b ) that which implies that m(u( ., t)) # m(p,( ., t)) for t 2 t,, hence we have either
This, together with (4.18), contradicts the fact that both cpl = pl( ., 0) and cp3 = ps( ., 0) belong to o(u,; I(0)). The proof of Theorem C is complete.
AUTONOMOUS PROBLEMS
In this section we consider the case where the equation is autonomous. Therefore the nonlinear term f depends only on U. We assume the following: with one of the following boundary conditions: together with the boundary conditions corresponding to one of (5.3a)-( 5.3c).
The main result in this section is the following:
THEOREM D. Assume f(u) satisfies (A.4). Let u be a solution of (5.1 H5.3) such that IId., t)llc(Co, L1) remains bounded as t -+ co. Then u( ., t) converges to an equilibrium solution as t + 00.
In the cases of the Dirichlet boundary conditions (5.3a) and the Neumann boundary conditions (5.3b), the above theorem is proved in [22, 311. The case of the periodic boundary conditions (5.3~) is treated in [24] .
As mentioned in the Introduction, the point of this section is to present a proof of Theorem D that is different from those in [22, 24, 313. We shall derive Theorem D from Theorem C. To do this, we need, unfortunately, an additional assumption (A.2)(i) or (A.2)(ii) in the case of the Dirichlet boundary conditions (5.3a).
Proof:
Assume (A.2)(i) or (A.2)(ii) if the boundary condition is (53a).
It is clear that condition (A.3) holds for an arbitrary T>O. Therefore, the function p(x, t) in (4.1) must satisfy p(x, t + T) = p(x, t) (x E [0, L], t E R) for any T> 0, which implies that p(x, t) is independent of t.
BLOW-UP PROBLEMS
In this section we consider the case where the solution u(x, t) of (l.l)-( 1.3) does not exist globally in time, that is, s(u,,) < co. In this case, the solution blows up in L" norm as ff.r(q,) (see (1.5)). We make the following assumptions on the nonlinear term f: In the case of the Dirichlet boundary value problem, Theorem E has to be slightly modified: THEOREM E'. Let f satisfy (A.5) (A.6) and let u(x, t) be a solution to problem (l.l)-( 1.3a) such that s(uO) < co. Assume further that (A.l)(ii) or (A.l)(iii) in Section 2 holds. Then B(u,) is a finite set and the limit (6.3)
M oreouer the assertions (i), (ii) of Theorem E hold.
Next we consider the case where uO(x) is not necessarily nonnegative and the nonlinear term f depends also on u,. Equation (1.1) is then replaced by u, = u,, +f(u, u,, t), O<x<L, t>o.
(6.4)
We assume the following:
(A.7)(i) f(u, p, t) is of class Cl; moreover f,,, f,, and f,,, exist and are
(ii) f(u, -p, t) = f(u, p, t) and f( -u, p, t) = -f(u, p, t) in Rx Rx K-J, a); (1 <B<qO), and F((u)=u(log(l + 1~1))' (1 <ydr,-1) in the cases (6.8a), (6.8b), and (6.8c), respectively. Remark 6.4. Lacey [20] shows that if f(u) = (u+ 2)(log(u+ 2))' (1~ r < 2). then the blow-up set of a solution to problem (l.l), (1.2), (1.3a) contains a nondegenerate interval. This implies that the conclusion of Theorem E' does not necessarily hold if we drop assumption (A.6kor, roughly speaking, iff(u) grows too slowly. The same remark also applies to Theorems E and F.
As in the preceding sections, Lemma A of Section 2 (or its modified version, Lemma A' below) will play an important role in the proof of Theorems E, E', and F. (6.12)
In fact, in the case of the periodic boundary conditions (1.3c), the equivalence between the two problems-after appropriate resealing of the variables-is obvious. In the case of the Neumann boundary conditions (1.3b), we extend the solution as in (2.8) and use the symmetry assumption f(u, -p, t) zf(~, p, t) to see that ii in (2.8) satisfies an equation of the form (6.4) on (-L, L) together with the periodic boundary conditions at x = -L, L. Therefore the problem can be converted into the form (6.11)-(6.12). In the case of the Dirichlet boundary conditions (1.3a), we use the extension (2.9) and the symmetry assumption f( -u, p, t) E -f(u, p, t) to obtain a periodic boundary value problem on C-L, L]. Thus it suffices to prove the existence of the limits (6.9) and (6.10) when U(X, t) is a solution of problem (6.11)-(6.12).
First note that Eq. (6.11) is equivariant with respect to the reflection operator UH p,u and also with respect to the "negative reflection" uf--+ -p,u.
The former equivariance follows from the assumption f(u, -p, t) -f(u, p, t) and the latter from f( -u, p, t) = -flu, p, t) in (A.7)(ii). In view of this, and using the function w = pLlu -u, which satisfies a linear parabolic equation of the form (2.5), and arguing as in the proof of Lemma A, we can prove the existence of the limit (6.9). Similarly, the existence of the limit (6.10) can be shown by using the function w = -p,u -u. The details are omitted. The lemma is proved.
In what follows we first prove Theorem F. Theorems E and E' will then follow from a similar argument. We need some lemmas: Proof.
We observe that u satisfies a linear parabolic equation of the form (2.5) with t,, = 0, t, = s(u,,), q = 0, r(x, t) =f(u, u,, t)/u(x, t), which is locally bounded in [0, L] x [0, s(u,,)) by the condition f(0, p, t) = 0, which follows from (A.7)(ii). Moreover, by differentiating Eq. (6.4) with respect to x, we see that u(x, t) -u,(x, t) also satisfies a parabolic equation of the form (2.5) with tO=O, t, = s(uO), q(x, t) =fp(u, u,, t), r(x, t) =f,(u, u,, t). It follows from Lemma 2.4 that there exists t* E [0, s(u,,)) such that u( ., t) EC and u,( ., t) E Z for each t E [t*, s(u,,)). Applying the implicit function theorem, we obtain Cl-curves { 5,) and {qj} satisfying the assertions (i) and (ii) of this lemma. The convergence (6.13) follows from Lemma A' immediately. The proof of Lemma 6.5 is complete.
Note that in the above lemma, m < u(uO) and that n does not exceed the lap number of u0 (for the definition and properties of lap number, see [23] ). In the case where the initial data u0 is in C'([O, L]), we have n < v(u&) where ' stands for the derivative with respect to x. We also note that the possibility of ai= a,, i or p,= ai+, for some i, j is not excluded in (6.13).
To prove Theorem F, we first show that The proof is immediate from Lemma 6.5. Combining (6.15), (6.16), and (6.17), and using the maximum principle, we see that 4x9 t) 2 4x,, fk) . v(x, t -tk),
d < x d 6, t, sz t < s(uO).
In view of this and seeing that s(z+J < cc and that u(x, r) > 0 for d < X-C 6, t > 0, we conclude that lim,,+,,,) u(x, t)= co for d<x< b. It then follows from the assumption u,>O that lim,,sCUOJ u(b, t)= 00. Since de (c, b) is chosen arbitrarily, the lemma is proved. Proof: Assuming the contrary, we shall derive a contradiction. Let B(u,) n (a, b) # $3.
By Lemma 6.6, there exists t, E [0, s(u,,)) such that U. U, # 0 for (x, t) E [a, b] x [to, s(q,)), so without loss of generality we may assume that u > 0 and U, > 0 in the region [a, b] x [to, s(z+,)). By Lemma 6.7, we can choose some c E (a, 6) n B(u,) such that Applying the maximum principle to (6.23) and (6.24), we obtain J(x, t) > 0 for (x, t) E Q, or u,tx, t)lr;(u(x, t)) > d(x), tx, t) E Q.
Integrating this inequality over c Q x Q b yields
The right-hand side of (6.25) is a positive constant, while the left-hand side tends to zero as t t s(uo) by virtue of condition (A.6)(iii) and (6.18). This contradiction shows that B(u,) n (a, b) = 0. The proof of Lemma 6.8 is complete.
Proof of Theorem F. We tirst prove (6.14). Fix a E [0, I,]\{p,, . . . . j?"} arbitrarily. We claim that a$ B(u,). We may assume without loss of generality that a #O, L, since if a = 0 or a = L, then by symmetrically extending u(x, t) onto the interval C-L, 2L], we can regard the points 0 and L as interior points of the spatial region on which the solution is defined.
We distinguish two cases: First we consider the case where with a E (r5,6). By Lemma 6.8 we have B(u,) n (a, 6) = 0, from which it follows that a 6 B(u,). the claim is proved. This completes the proof of Theorem F.
Proof of Theorems E and E'. The proof of these theorems is quite similar to that of Theorem F. In fact, in view of the assumption u0 > 0 and (A.S)(ii), and using the fact that u & 0, and applying the strong maximum principle, we see that u > 0 for 0 < x < L and I sufficiently close to s(uO). Combining this and Lemma A, we see that the conclusions (6.9) and (6.10) of Lemma A' hold. The rest of the proof is now almost the same as (and slightly simpler than) that of Theorem F, so we omit it.
Remark 6.9. In view of the existence of the limit (6.3), one is naturally lead to the question as to what happens to the solution after the blow-up time s(uO). Of course the solution is defined in the classical sense only for t E [0, s(uO)). But is there any way to extend the solution in some weaker sense so that it can exist past the blow-up time? Two papers are available relevant to this question. Baras and Cohen [S] study the problem U, = u,, + f(u) and its approximation problem U, = u,, + f,,Ju), where f&u) = min{M f(u)).
I m P osing some conditions on f and assuming that a positive solution u of the original problem blows up at t = s(uO), they show that the approximating solution u,(x, t) tends to 00 as M + co for every x E (0, L) and every t > s(uO). In the present context, this result can roughly be interpreted that, although the finite limit (6.3) exists at t = s(u,,), the solution u(x, t) becomes co for every x E (0, L) immediately afterwards. It is therefore unlikely that the solution u( ., t) can be continued past t = s(uO) in any standard function space. On the other hand, Masuda [21] suggests the possibility of extending the solution past the blow-up time through analytic continuation once t is regarded as a complex variable. He studies the problem U, = u,, + u2 and, under certain conditions on the initial data uO, proves that the solution u( ., t) can be continued analytically onto a connected complex region D such that Dn 172 =I (0, s(q,))u (s(u,,) + 6, cc ) for some 6 > 0. (As a matter of fact, the result in [21] is stated in a slightly different manner, but it is not difficult to see that the above statement can be derived directly from a theorem in [21] and a standard result on the analyticity of solutions of semilinear parabolic equations.)
